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Aims

To examine the characteristics/prognostic impact of diastolic dysfunction (DD) according to 2016 American
Society of Echocardiography (ASE) and European Society of Cardiovascular Imaging (ESCVI) guidelines, and individual parameters of DD.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Data were derived from a large multicentre mortality-linked echocardiographic registry comprising 436 360 adults
Methods
with >_1 diastolic function measurement linked to 100 597 deaths during 2.2 million person-years follow-up. ASE/
and results

European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) algorithms could be applied in 392 009 (89.8%) cases;
comprising 11.4% of cases with ‘reduced’ left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF < 50%) and 88.6% with ‘preserved’
LVEF (>_50%). Diastolic function was indeterminate in 21.5% and 62.2% of ‘preserved’ and ‘reduced’ LVEF cases, respectively. Among preserved LVEF cases, the risk of adjusted 5-year cardiovascular-related mortality was elevated
in both DD [odds ratio (OR) 1.31, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.22–1.42; P < 0.001] and indeterminate status
cases (OR 1.11, 95% CI 1.04–1.18; P < 0.001) vs. no DD. Among impaired LVEF cases, the equivalent risk of
cardiovascular-related mortality was 1.51 (95% CI 1.15–1.98, P < 0.001) for increased filling pressure vs. 1.25 (95%
CI 0.96–1.64, P = 0.06) for indeterminate status. Mitral E velocity, septal e’ velocity, E:e’ ratio, and LAVi all correlated with mortality. On adjusted basis, pivot-points of increased risk for cardiovascular-related mortality occurred
at 90 cm/s for E wave velocity, 9 cm/s for septal e’ velocity, an E:e’ ratio of 9, and an LAVi of 32 mL/m2.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
ASE/EACVI-classified DD is correlated with increased mortality. However, many cases remain ‘indeterminate’.
Conclusion
Importantly, when analysed individually, mitral E velocity, septal e’ velocity, E:e’ ratio, and LAVi revealed clear pivotpoints of increased risk of cardiovascular-related mortality.
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Introduction
Diastolic filling of the left ventricle (LV) is a highly complex process
which is dependent on LV relaxation, LV compliance, and left atrial
pressure. Diastolic dysfunction (DD) is associated with impaired exercise capacity1 and reduced quality of life. Moreover, in selected patient groups, such as heart failure (HF)2,3 and post-myocardial
infarction,4 it has been shown to be associated with increased mortality.5 Whilst recognized as an important and common clinical entity,
accurate quantification, and effective management of DD continues
to challenge clinicians. The primary modality to identify and classify
DD in routine clinical practice is transthoracic echocardiography.6
Accordingly, the 2016 American Society of Echocardiography (ASE)
and the European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI)
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guidelines on the clinical evaluation of diastolic function sought to
simplify such assessment6 using a practical algorithm applicable to
everyday clinical practice. A key feature of these guidelines is the separate assessment of preserved vs. reduced systolic function groups
above and below a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) threshold
of 50%, and then applying a combination of seven key parameters to
assess DD severity.6
Despite these best intentions, however, the assessment of DD in
routine clinical practice remains challenging. For example, it has been
reported that between 20% and 50% of patients have ‘indeterminate’
diastolic function if guideline algorithms are applied.7,8 Moreover,
normal age-related changes are not considered. In this context identifying high-risk individuals with DD remains a priority. Unfortunately,
there is a paucity of large-scale studies examining the profile and
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impact of DD (as derived from the ASE/EACVI algorithms and the individual diastolic parameters that inform them) across the broader
patient population managed in routine clinical practice.
Applying the unique resources of the National Echocardiography
Database of Australia (NEDA), therefore, we firstly aimed to describe the overall profile of DD within the large NEDA cohort
according to the current ASE/EACVI guidelines. We then examined
the pattern of mortality according to the current guideline-based
classifications of DD among those with reduced (LVEF < 50%) or
preserved (LVEF >_ 50%) systolic function on an unadjusted and
adjusted basis. Finally, consistent with previous NEDA analyses,9,10
we then examined the pattern of mortality associated with each of
the main diastolic parameters measured on echocardiography in
more granular detail.

Methods
Study design
As previously reported, NEDA is a large observational registry that captures routinely acquired echocardiographic data on a retrospective and
prospective basis in Australia.11 Individual data linkage are then used to
derive health outcomes. For this study, 23 centres throughout Australia
contributed data. The study cohort are typically referred by a general
practitioner or cardiologist for potential heart disease or are being
followed-up with pre-existing cardiovascular disease. NEDA is registered
with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry
(ACTRN12617001387314). Ethical approval has been obtained from all
relevant Human Research Ethics Committees and the study adheres to
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Echocardiographic profiling
All echocardiographic measurement and report data, including basic
demographic profiling (biological sex and date of birth) of individuals and
date of investigation collected by participating centres during the period 1
January 2000 to 21 May 2019 were transferred into a central database via
an automated data extraction process. Individuals over aged 18 years
were selected based on their last reported echocardiogram and based on
the presence of any valid parameters of diastolic function. All data were
then cleaned and transformed into standard NEDA format to generate
uniform echocardiographic profiling data and to remove duplicate, inconsistent, and/or impossible measurements. All individuals contributing to
NEDA receive a unique identifier linked to their echocardiograms and
their anonymity protected by stringent security protocols. For the purpose of this study, data from the last recorded echocardiogram were
analysed.

Classification of systolic and diastolic
dysfunction
As shown in Figure 1, 436 360 individuals with at least one valid diastolic
measurement were identified. Of these, 44 351 (10.2%) did not have a
concurrent LVEF quantification. Subsequently, ASE/EACVI guidelinederived categories of DD were applied in 392 009 cases; of whom
347 408 (88.6%) had an LVEF >_50%. All of these cases were then categorized according to the specific criteria outlined by the guidelines
(Supplementary data online, Figure S1). Accordingly, for the ‘preserved
EF’ category (LVEF >_ 50%), the four recommended parameters were
applied to derive the output categories of ‘Normal’ (diastolic function,
where <50% of parameters were abnormal), ‘Indeterminate’ (50% of
parameters abnormal), and ‘Abnormal’ (>50% parameters abnormal).
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.. Likewise, specific guideline criteria were applied to the ‘reduced EF’ cat..
.. egory (LVEF <50%) to derive the output categories of ‘Normal’ (Grade I
.. DD), ‘Indeterminate’, and ‘Increased’ filling pressure (combining Grades II
..
.. and III DD). Classification into either of these categories was not based
.. on documented rhythm (sinus rhythm, atrial fibrillation, paced rhythm, or
..
.. other); however, subgroup analysis was performed for those in which the
.. rhythm was documented (based on text comments, paced rhythm, or mi.. tral inflow pattern).
..
..
In addition to the above categories, all individuals with at least one dia.. stolic function measurement [specifically, mitral E wave velocity, mitral A
..
.. wave velocity, mitral E:A ratio, septal or lateral mitral annular e’ velocity
.. (e’ velocity), E:e’ ratio, indexed left atrial volume (LAVi), and estimated
..
.. right ventricular systolic pressure (eRVSP)] were included in the ‘diastolic
.. parameters’ analysis. A ‘measurement’ was defined as the presence of a
.. numerical value within the measurement section of the final echocardio..
.. graphic report, as opposed to a string value within the body of the report.
.. All data were cleaned and transformed into standard NEDA format to
..
.. generate uniform echocardiographic profiling data and to remove dupli.. cate and/or impossible measurements/investigations.
..
..
.. Endpoints
.. The primary outcomes of interest were cardiovascular-related and all..
.. cause mortality. Mortality linkage was performed via the well-validated
.. Australia’s National Death Index.12 Specifically, using a detailed probabil..
.. ity matching process involving patient identifiers collected at the echocar.. diography study, reliable data on the survival status of individuals up to
..
.. the study census date of 21 May 2019 were generated. Any listed causes
.. of death were categorized according to ICD-10 coding. Consistent with
.. previous analyses9,10 and based on the primary cause of death, all ICD..
.. 10AM chapter codes in the range of I00–I99 were categorized a
.. cardiovascular-related death.
..
..
.. Statistical methods
..
.. NEDA data analyses and reports conform to the STROBE guidelines
.. where possible.13 All numerators/denominators and variables used in
.. analyses are provided; with no missing data imputed. Standard methods
..
.. for describing and comparing grouped data, including means (± standard
.. deviation), median [interquartile range (IQR)], and proportions according
..
.. to baseline profiling (last echocardiogram) were applied. For these analy.. ses, actual 5-year mortality was calculable in 242 257 out of 436 360 cases
..
.. (55.5%) overall including 187 235 out of 392 009 (47.8%) with whom
.. ASE/EACVI categories were determined. Mortality outcomes were firstly
.. analysed according to conventional guideline-based categories of DD for
..
.. those with reduced vs. preserved LVEF. After considering the statistical
.. distribution and clinical utility of each diastolic parameter, each of the
..
.. seven parameters were divided into deciles or clinically congruent unit
.. groups (whilst ensuring a large number of cases were retained at either
.. end of the variable distribution) for analyses.
..
..
The Kaplan–Meier method followed by Cox-proportional hazard
.. models (proportional hazards confirmed by visual inspection of adjusted
..
.. survival curves) were used to derive age- and sex-adjusted hazard ratios
.. and 95% CI for the risk of mortality (cardiovascular-related and all-cause)
..
.. during the entirety of study follow-up, according to ASE/EACVI catego.. ries and the clinical distributions of each diastolic parameter studied. For
.. each model, the nadir of lowest overall mortality during follow-up for
..
.. parameter was entered as the reference group. For the fixed time-point
.. and outcome, actual 5-year mortality, multiple logistic regression (entry
..
.. models) were used to generate adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% con.. fidence intervals (CIs) for the ASE/EACVI categories and each diastolic
.. parameter (Figure 1) relative to the nadir reference group. These models
..
. were then expanded to include age, sex, LVEF, the presence of sinus
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Figure 1 Study flowchart. This graph shows the key inclusion and exclusion criteria, including the classification of patients according to the ASE/
EACVI Diastolic Function algorithm, and the individual diastolic parameters. A total of 436 360 individuals had at least one diastolic function measurement for inclusion in the cohort, with 113 725 individuals (26.1%) with all diastolic function measures available. In ASE/EACVI groups, the percentage
in each diastolic function category refers to the percent of the total included in that LVEF category. FU, follow-up.

rhythm (vs. non-sinus rhythm), valvular heart disease, and the presence
(or absence) of a mitral or aortic valve replacement had been performed.
Accordingly, minimum available data determined the size of fully adjusted

..
..
..
..

models and the congruence of partial vs. full models were examined before being presented. Only the four most informative individual parameters [mitral E-wave velocity, LV septal e’ velocity, septal E:e’ ratio, and
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indexed left atrial volume (LAVi)] were chosen for presentation. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences) version 26.0 software (SPSS Inc.). Significance was
accepted at the level of P < 0.05 (two-sided).

Results
Study cohort
Table 1 summarizes the baseline profile of the study cohort of
224 671 men (aged 61.3 ± 17.2 years) and 211 689 women (aged
61.8 ± 18.4 years) according to their baseline age. Left ventricular systolic function, measured by LVEF and stroke volume index (SVi)
remained similar across age groups. There were age-related changes
in diastolic function measurements, with a marked increase in LAVi,
and increases in indexed left ventricular mass (LVMI), mitral E and A
velocities, E:e’ ratio, and eRVSP. There was a corresponding fall in the
septal and lateral e’ velocity, and the E:A ratio. As expected, in addition to age-related gradients, the overall pattern of DD varied
according to the distribution of systolic dysfunction (Supplementary
data online, Table S1). Atrial fibrillation was specifically documented
in only 32 933 individuals (8.8%), however based on the presence of a
measured E-wave but not A-wave velocity atrial fibrillation (AF) was
suspected in 56 649 individuals (13.0%).

ASE/EACVI categories of diastolic
function
Overall, guideline-derived assessment of diastolic function was possible in 392 009 (89.8%) cases based on the availability of LVEF. This
group comprised 347 408 (88.6%) and 44 601 (11.4%) cases assessed
according to preserved vs. reduced systolic function criteria.
However, a further 45 399 (13.1%) and 1964 (4.4%) cases in these
two groups could not be further categorized due to insufficient diastolic measurements. Of the remaining 302 549 cases with preserved
systolic function (87.1%), 209 936 (69.3%), and 27 637 (9.2%) were
categorized as ‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’ diastolic function; leaving
64 976 (21.5%) cases categorized as ‘indeterminate’. Similarly, among
the remaining 42 637 cases (95.6% of those with reduced systolic
function), 2026 (4.8%) and 14 049 (33.0%) were categorized as ‘normal’ vs. ‘increased’ filling pressure; leaving 26 562 cases (62.2%) in this
group with an ‘indeterminate’ classification. Table 2 summarizes the
profile of those assigned to these three categories according to the
LVEF status (reduced vs. preserved systolic function). In both ‘preserved’ and ‘reduced’ ejection fraction categories, those with an abnormal classification tended to be older with a higher blood pressure,
a larger LAVi, increased LVMI, E:e’ ratio, and eRVSP, and lower septal
and lateral e’ velocities. Overall, therefore, among the 436 360 individuals in whom at least one diastolic function measurement was
obtained, 41.9% (182 712 cases) did not have classifiable diastolic
function according to ASE/EACVI criteria.

Cardiovascular-related and all-cause
mortality
During a total of 2.2 million person-years follow-up, there were a
total of 100 597 all-cause deaths among the 436 360 cases with any
measured diastolic parameters. Overall, 40 288 deaths occurred
within 5 years of the last echocardiogram at which diastolic
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..
.. dysfunction was assessed. Cardiovascular-related mortality
.. accounted for 49 198 (48.9%) of all deaths.
..
..
.. ASE/EACVI diastolic function and
..
.. mortality
.. Among those 302 549 cases with preserved systolic function, a total
..
.. of 15 406 (5.1%) and 58 638 (19.4%) died from cardiovascular disease
..
.. and any cause during a median of 1631 days (IQR 896–2678), re.. spectively. The equivalent figures for the remaining cases with
..
.. reduced systolic function (n = 42 637) were 8582 (20.1%) and 19 333
.. (45.3%) cardiovascular-related and all-cause deaths during a median
..
.. of 1040 days (IQR 372–1985). Figure 2A and B shows the unadjusted
.. and adjusted pattern of cardiovascular-related mortality according to
..
.. ASE/EACVI criteria. Most cases with preserved LVEF had normal dia.. stolic function and a relatively low actual 5-year cardiovascular (5.9%)
..
.. and all-cause (8.8%) mortality. In fully adjusted models including age,
..
.. sex, LVEF, rhythm, valvular heart disease, and the presence/absence
.. of mitral or aortic valve replacement, the diastolic function category
..
.. continued to be independently associated with 5-year
.. cardiovascular-related mortality. The adjusted OR for
..
.. cardiovascular-related mortality for those with DD and a preserved
.. LVEF was 1.31 (95% CI 1.22–1.42, P < 0.001) vs. those with normal
..
.. diastolic function. The equivalent risk for those with indeterminate
.. diastolic function was also elevated (OR 1.11, 95% CI 1.04–1.18;
..
.. P < 0.001). The corresponding long-term hazards (adjusted for age
.. and sex) for all-cause death (upper small panel, Figure 2) were 1.12
..
.. (95% CI 1.09–1.15, P < 0.001) for DD and 0.95 (0.93–0.97, P < 0.001)
..
.. for indeterminate diastolic function compared with normal diastolic
.. function. For patients with reduced LVEF, a classification of increased
..
.. filling pressure had an adjusted OR for cardiovascular-related mortal.. ity of 1.51 (95% CI 1.15–1.98, P < 0.001), whereas the difference be..
.. tween those categorized as indeterminate vs. normal filling pressure
.. was of borderline significance (1.25, 95% CI 0.96–1.64; P = 0.06). The
..
.. adjusted hazards for long-term mortality associated with increased
.. and indeterminate filling pressures were 1.54 (95% CI 1.4–1.7;
..
.. P < 0.001) and 1.41 (95% CI 1.29–1.53; P < 0.001), respectively.
..
..
.. Diastolic parameters and mortality
..
.. Overall, E-wave velocity was the most consistently measured diastol.. ic parameter within the entire cohort; being recorded in all 436 360
..
.. cases studied. In contrast, A-wave velocity was far less frequently
.. measured, usually due to the presence of an atrial arrhythmia or
..
.. paced rhythm. E:A ratio was measured and recorded in 376 453
.. (86.3%) cases with the other key diastolic function parameters
..
.. measured as follows: septal e’ velocity (237 816 cases/54.5%), E:e’
.. ratio (217 181/49.8%), LAVi (170 614 cases/39.1%), and eRVSP
..
.. (264 717 cases/60.7%). Study follow-up of all cases studied with a
..
.. minimum of a one valid diastolic measurement was a median of 1579
.. (IQR 847–2631) days from the index echocardiogram.
..
Of the seven key parameters of diastolic function specifically
..
.. examined in respect to their relationship to mortality, four parame..
.. ters (mitral E velocity, septal e’ velocity, septal E:e’ ratio, and LAVi)
.. demonstrated a distinctive, differential pattern of mortality across
..
.. their pre-determined/granular units of distribution. Figure 3 shows
.. the pattern of long-term, all-cause mortality adjusted for age and sex,
..
. and according to the pre-specified unit groups within each parameter.
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72.5 (13.9)

133.4/76.6

69.7 (14.3)

28.1 (7.0)

73.6 (19.6)

61.8 (18.4)

Women
211 689 (48.5)

SVi

Echocardiographic data

Blood pressure

Vital signs
Heart rate

28.2 (5.6)

86.9 (19.4)

BMI

61.3 (17.2)

Anthropometric data
Body weight

Men
224 671 (51.5)

Age

Sex, n (%)

Demographic profile

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ALL
n 5 436 360

Markers of diastolic function for men and women by age quartiles

Age quartiles

Table 1
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Table 2

ASE diastolic function
Preserved EF category

Reduced EF Category

.............................................................................................. .......................................................................................
Normal diastolic
function
(n 5 209 936)

Abnormal diastolic Indeterminate
function (n 5 27 637) diastolic function (n 5 64 976)

Normal filling
pressure
(n 5 2026)

Increased filling
pressure
(n 5 14 049)

Indeterminate
filling pressure
(n 5 26 562)

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Anthropometric data
Age at echo

57.5 (17.8)

74.4 (11.8)

67.8 (15.3)

65.1 (14.5)

72.1 (14.7)

67.0 (15.5)

Body weight
BSA

80.1 (20.3)
1.9 (0.3)

78.8 (20.4)
1.9 (0.3)

78.5 (19.0)
1.9 (0.2)

84.9 (22.3)
2.0 (0.3)

78.9 (20.5)
1.9 (0.3)

82.2 (21.4)
2.0 (0.3)

69.9 (13.0)
130.8/74.9

72.7 (14.7)
141.3/80.1

70.4 (14.4)
138.4/78.4

70.5 (12.8)
126.8/73.7

74.2 (16.9)
129.4/74.6

74.1 (17.3)
126.5/72.4

Vital signs
Heart rate
Blood pressure

(20.5/11.1)
Systolic function
SVi
LVEF
Diastolic function
LAVI

(22.1/10.0)

(21.5/10.7)

(21.2/11.2)

(23.5/13.1)

(21.1/11.8)

41.1 (11.6)

45.1 (13.4)

42.7 (12.7)

35.6 (10.4)

34.1 (11.7)

36.1 (10.9)

64.4 (7.2)

68.9 (10.1)

66.8 (8.9)

41.1 (8.1)

35.6 (10.0)

38.4 (9.2)

26.4 (8.2)

74.4 (36.6)

54.8 (31.3)

26.0 (5.5)

70.7 (42.5)

33.9 (13.7)

LVMI

83.1 (22.2)

116.3 (35.5)

100.1 (29.2)

106.4 (30.5)

129.9 (37.4)

111.0 (34.7)

Septal e’ velocity
Lateral e’ velocity

9.3 (2.7)
11.0 (3.5)

5.5 (1.3)
6.6 (1.8)

7.8 (3.0)
7.6 (2.3)

7.2 (2.3)
6.9 (2.4)

5.5 (2.1)
7.3 (3.0)

6.1 (2.4)
8.0 (3.1)

E:A ratio
E velocity
A velocity
Septal E:e’ ratio
eRVSP

1.2 (0.6)

1.0 (0.7)

1.1 (0.7)

0.7 (0.3)

2.0 (1.5)

1.0 (0.4)

79.2 (24.2)
66.6 (25.2)

87.7 (30.4)
95.3 (31.4)

83.7 (28.2)
78.9 (28.5)

54.1 (18.1)
66.6 (21.0)

96.3 (30.7)
63.1 (32.7)

80.2 (31.9)
78.5 (25.9)

8.5 (2.5)

16.4 (5.8)

11.1 (4.5)

8.8 (2.5)

18.8 (7.8)

11.7 (5.5)

34.2 (10.4)

41.6 (11.0)

37.2 (10.3)

34.0 (8.1)

44.4 (12.7)

38.8 (12.7)

Data are presented as mean (±SD) unless otherwise specified. For the preserved EF and reduced EF categories, respectively: Age at echo (years), n = 302 009 and n = 42 637;
body weight (kg), n = 248 966 and n = 31 250; body surface area (BSA, m2), n = 242 445 and n = 30 316; heart rate (bpm), n = 162 328 and n = 16 836; blood pressure (mmHg),
n = 53 816 and n = 7026; stroke volume index (SVi, mL/min.m2), n = 91 624 and n = 17 608; left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF, %), n = 302 009 and n = 42 637; left atrial volume index (LAVI, mL/m2), n = 155 097 and n = 12 090; left ventricular mass index (LVMI, g/m2, calculated using the basal 2D ASE method), n = 214 523 and n = 23 375; Septal e’
velocity (cm/s), n = 208 091 and n = 19 432; lateral e’ velocity (cm/s), n = 31 615 and n = 4419; Mitral E:A ratio, n = 271 156 and n = 31 007; Mitral E velocity (cm/s), n = 302 009
and n = 42 637; Mitral A velocity (cm/s), n = 276 436 and n = 31 479; septal E:e’ ratio, n = 189 158 and n = 17 690; estimated right ventricular systolic pressure (eRVSP, assuming
RA pressure = 5 mmHg), n = 212 042 and n = 30 346. ANOVA of all groups P < 0.0001.

Mitral E-wave velocity groups show similar clustering until the higher
velocities, with further separation of risk above 120 cm/s. Similarly,
septal e’ velocities cluster together around the higher velocity spectrum, with higher mortality apparent below 6 cm/s. The septal E:e’
ratio shows a graded mortality hazard above 9 cm/s, with a markedly worse mortality profile above 14. Finally, the mortality profile of
LAVi worsened at around 35 mL/m2, above which a progressive rise
in mortality was observed.
As shown in Figure 4, for E velocity (Figure 4A), there was a clear
‘pivot point’ at 90 cm/s, associated with an increase in cardiovascularrelated mortality (from 6.8% in the 80.0–89.9 cm/s group to 8.8% in
the 90.0–99.9 cm/s group) and in all-cause mortality (from 9.8% to
12.1%). Above this threshold there was a continuous increase in
mortality. This pattern was reversed for e’ velocity (Figure 4B) where
a clear threshold was demonstrated: cardiovascular-related and allcause mortality increased from 2.9% to 6.2% and 4.8% to 8.6%, respectively below 9 cm/s. The risk of mortality remained similar between 6 and 9 cm/s but below 6 cm/s, mortality steadily increased.
Figure 4C demonstrates a pivot point at 9 for E:e’ ratio and an acceleration of risk above 14. Finally, the equivalent pivot point for LAVi
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(Figure 4D) appears at 35 mL/m2, with mortality rates increasing
more markedly above 44 mL/m2. In a sensitivity analysis performed
on only those patients with all diastolic function parameters present
(n = 113 725), the same pattern of mortality was demonstrated with
similar mortality pivot-points.

Discussion
In the largest study of diastolic function using real-world echocardiographic data from a multicultural cohort, we demonstrate that abnormal diastolic function defined by ASE/EACVI criteria is, as expected,
associated with increased risk of cardiovascular-related and all-cause
mortality. In addition, individual analyses of mitral E velocity, septal e’
velocity, E:e’ ratio, and LAVi revealed distinctive pivot-points of
increased, adjusted risk of cardiovascular-related and all-cause mortality. Specific thresholds of increased mortality were identified at
90 cm/s for E-wave velocity, 9 cm/s for septal e’ velocity, an E:e’ ratio
of 9, and an LAVi of 32 mL/m2. Examination of these individual
markers is clinically relevant, since an indeterminate classification
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Figure 2 Five-year adjusted cardiovascular mortality using ASE/EACVI algorithm. This graph shows the fully adjusted pattern of actual 5-year cardiovascular-related mortality in subjects with full 5-year follow-up according to ASE/EACVI diastolic function classification for the ‘preserved EF’ (A)
and ‘impaired EF’ (B) algorithms. Both groups were analysed with separate logistic regression models with full adjustment for each of the co-variates
with the following odds ratios (±95% CI). Preserved EF: age (per year) OR 1.026 (1.023–1.028)***; Male sex OR 0.992 (0.938–1.049); LVEF OR per
unit 0.994 (0.991–0.997)*; Non-sinus rhythm OR 1.695 (1.585–1.812)***; VHD OR 1.655 (1.552–1.766)***; prior mitral or aortic valve replacement
(MVR/AVR) OR 1.526 (1.366–1.704)***. Impaired EF: age (per year) OR 1.010 (1.006–1.015)*; Male sex OR 1.063 (0.949–1.191); LVEF OR per unit
0.981 (0.976–0.986)*; Non-sinus rhythm OR 1.026 (0.922–1.142); VHD OR 1.351 (1.215–1.503)**; MVR/AVR OR 1.139 (0.953–1.362). The smaller
graph inset show long-term Cox-proportional mortality hazard adjusted for age and sex. The top graph refers to preserved LVEF, and the bottom
graph to impaired LVEF. LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction (%), non-sinus rhythm is compared with patients in sinus rhythm during echocardiography; VHD, valvular heart disease, defined as an aortic valve area <1.2 cm2, mean AV or MV gradient >20 or 5 mmHg, respectively, or moderate or
greater mitral or aortic regurgitation. The significance for each odds ratio is denoted by *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.

using the ESC/EACVI algorithm was common (affecting 21.5% of individuals overall and 62.2% of the reduced LVEF category), raising a
clinical dilemma if the guideline recommendations are used in isolation. Our finding of a frequent indeterminate classification is similar to
other studies,7,8,14 although after exclusion of patients with cardiomyopathy, valvular heart disease, and non-sinus rhythm, indeterminate
diastolic function is less frequently allocated. Since DD is associated
with future HF and mortality,15,16 allocation to indeterminate diastolic function has clinical relevance, especially considering our demonstration of increased mortality in the indeterminate preserved LVEF
groups, and a similar demonstration by Liang et al.17 Further, although
the guidelines recommend an LVEF cut-point at 50%, the distinct clinical entity associated with impaired LVEF5 is also associated with
more subtle abnormalities across the LVEF spectrum, including mildly
impaired systolic function (Supplementary data online, Table S1).
Diastolic left ventricular filling is complex, with multiple simultaneous events partially captured by echocardiographic assessment of
each individual parameter. Elevated peak mitral inflow E-wave velocity may occur in elevated filling pressure18 and also in normal
young people and athletes thus demonstrating biphasic association
with filling pressure.19 The E:e’ ratio is a more robust marker of LV
filling pressure6 and elevated E:e’ has been associated with increased
mortality in a range of diseases, such as HFrEF,20 mitral and aortic regurgitation, aortic stenosis, and in hypertension.6 In our unselected
cohort which included all of these diseases, E:e’ remained a marker of
increased mortality with a pivot point of increased mortality at 9,
similar to the upper limit of normal demonstrated in the NORRE
study.19 Low septal e’ velocities have been strongly associated with
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mortality, however basal left ventricular motion is influenced by prior
cardiac surgery (including aortic and mitral valve replacement), mitral
annular calcification,21 and abnormal septal motion.22 Despite the
heterogeneous nature of NEDA including patients with these conditions, e’ velocity showed an independent association with mortality in
adjusted models, around a pivot point of 9 cm/s. The small overlap
between our threshold and published reference ranges19 reinforces
guideline recommendations that comprehensive diastolic function
reporting should take into account all measured parameters.6
There are a number of additional factors influencing each individual
diastolic function marker. Age has an important influence on each diastolic marker,23,24 and our findings reinforce this observation with
demonstration of an independent association of age with
cardiovascular-related and all-cause (see Table 1 and Figure 4).
However, age is not currently included in the ASE/EACVI algorithm
and may potentially overestimate DD in older individuals.25 Despite
the differences in HF epidemiology between women and men,26 we
did not confirm a significant sex-specific association between DD and
mortality.
AF may directly result in increased LAVi, and conversely a large
LAVi may result in atrial fibrillation.27 As noted in Figure 4, non-sinus
rhythm increases the odds ratio of cardiovascular-related mortality
for each parameter. Since atrial fibrillation is common, correction for
underlying rhythm may potentially allow diastolic function to be
applied in a broader group of patients.
The findings from our study have four important clinical implications. First, we confirm that the ASE/EACVI classification of diastolic
function can meaningly separate patient groups based on mortality
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Figure 3 Long-term all-cause mortality for each diastolic parameter. These graphs plot the Cox-proportional hazards for long-term all-cause mortality adjusted for age and sex, for each diastolic parameter in unit increments. Below each panel is the number of patients at risk at each time-point.
(A) Mitral inflow E-wave velocity (cm/s), (B) LV septal e’ velocity (cm/s), (C) septal E:e’ ratio, and (D) indexed left atrial volume (mL/m2).

risk, despite a large proportion of patients in the indeterminate categories of both LVEF groups. Secondly, we have shown an important
role for individual diastolic parameters, in particular, E-wave velocity,
e’ velocity, E:e’ ratio, and LAVi which remain associated with cardiovascular and all-cause mortality outcomes after multi-parameter corrections, consistent with the recommendations of the HFA-PEFF
diagnostic algorithm.28 Thirdly, we have shown clear mortality
thresholds: Above 90 cm/s for E-wave velocity, 9 cm/s for e’ velocity,
9.0 for E:e’ ratio, and 32 mL/m2 for LAVi which, when taken together,
may be helpful in individual patient assessment. However, the influence of other factors, such as age and cardiac rhythm, should be considered when applying these thresholds to individual patients. Sex
does not appear to be a significant determinant of mortality in diastolic dysfunction. Fourth, it may be timely to consider new guidelines
that incorporate age, rhythm, valvular heart disease or prior intervention, and the thresholds we have identified for E velocity, e’ velocity,
E:e’ ratio, and LAVi, to allow for prediction of mortality across a
broad patient cohort. If found to be clinically useful, a new algorithm
applying these markers could be automated within echocardiography
machine software.
The inherent limitations of applying and interpreting big data have
been described in previous NEDA reports.9,10 For example, NEDA
does not (yet) capture important clinical details on common conditions, such as coronary artery disease, ischaemic heart disease, and
clinically diagnosed HF.3 At the individual patient level, these are important to interpreting the clinical implications of ASE/EACVI
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categories of DD. The same applies when considering the cut-points
of elevated risk identified by our analyses of individual diastolic
parameters. We plan to capture hospitalisation episodes in the next
iteration of the registry. Similarly, we do not have salient information
on the pharmacological treatment, biomarkers, and symptoms to
supplement our echocardiographic profiling of each NEDA patient.
For example, although the treatment for HF, such as neurohormonal
modulating therapies29 may significantly influence diastolic function,
we were unable to fully account for the effect of pharmacotherapies
in our multivariate analyses. In the absence of specific comments on
the echocardiographic reports, it is possible some patients with prior
cardiac surgery (including valve intervention) were not captured. To
account for this possibility, we also extracted the ‘indication for
echo’. This analysis was performed on the ‘last’ echocardiogram, but
a sensitivity analysis based on ‘first’ echo was performed, showing
similar results. Written documentation of the underlying rhythm was
not universally applied at participating sites. To improve capture, we
employed a combined method that also included physician reports
and the presence of mitral A waves. It is also possible that some cases
of atrial fibrillation were missed, and conversely, some patients with a
measured E but not a measured A wave (and thereby allocated into
the ‘non-sinus rhythm’ group) may have been in sinus rhythm. Once
again, this highlights the caution needed to interpret outcomes
derived from a very large, heterogeneous cohort of patients at the individual level. Finally, worsening diastolic function over time has been
associated with higher mortality30; however, we did not examine
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Figure 4 Five-year adjusted cardiovascular mortality for each diastolic parameter. This graph shows the fully adjusted pattern of actual 5-year cardiovascular-related mortality in subjects with full 5-year follow-up according to each of the following diastolic function parameters: (A) E-wave velocity (n = 436 360); (B) Medial mitral annular e’ velocity (n = 237 816); (C) E:e’ ratio (n = 217 181); (D) indexed left atrial volume (n = 170 614). Each
of the four groups were analysed with separate logistic regression models and odds ratios (with 95% confidence intervals) for each adjustment shown
in the text box. LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction (%), non-sinus rhythm is compared with patients in sinus rhythm during echocardiography,
VHD, valvular heart disease, defined as an aortic valve area <1.2 cm2, mean AV or MV gradient >20 or 5 mmHg, respectively, an MV mean gradient
>5 mmHg, or moderate or greater mitral or aortic regurgitation. The significance for each odds ratio is denoted by *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P <
0.001. In a sensitivity analysis examining only patients with all diastolic function parameters present (n = 113 725), similar mortality pivot-points were
identified.

change in DD over time, with only the last echocardiogram for everyone included in this analysis. We plan to address these limitations in
future iterations of the study.

Summary
We have demonstrated that the ASE/EACVI classification of diastolic
function can successfully identify patients at increased risk of cardiovascular and all-cause mortality, in both preserved- and reducedLVEF categories. However, many patients in both LVEF categories
have ‘indeterminate’ diastolic function. Individual parameters of diastolic function, in particular, mitral E velocity, septal e’ velocity, E:e’
ratio, and LAVi were independently associated with both
cardiovascular-related and all-cause mortality. Mortality thresholds
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were identified at 90 cm/s for E-wave velocity, 9 cm/s for septal e’ velocity, an E:e’ ratio of 9, and an LAVi of 32 mL/m2. Although these
thresholds need be validated in other, more granular studies, given
the size of the cohort and number of events analysed, they have
strong potential to be a useful addition to future clinical guidelines on
diastolic function reporting (see Central Illustration). Age-related, but
not sex-specific, and rhythm-corrected changes to all measures of
diastolic function also require further evaluation and potential development into new diastolic function algorithms.
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Supplementary data are available at European Heart Journal - Cardiovascular
Imaging online.
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